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Subject UNION TOOL SPECIAL END MILLS YIELD RATE 
 
Dear Distributor partner, 
 

Union Tool in Japan is now gearing up its manufacturing department to be able to manufacture what we term “Special end mills”. 
These “Special end mills” are all those end mill types that do not appear in our Vol: 9 (or forthcoming Vol: 10) Unimax catalogue.  
 
There is one important issue that we wish to bring to your attention, and that is since these are “Special end mils”, the fluting 
machines must be set up specifically for these end mills, and as you can imagine there will always be a certain rejection quantity 
after inspection, until such time as the fluting machines have been set up and the fine tuned to meet the geometry specifications 
that you have requested. Union Tool will always plan to manufacture a larger quantity than you ordered, however due to the yield 
rates that we will obtain with those end mills, we cannot guarantee that we can manufacture the exact quantities that you 
ordered. 
 
This means that when you place an order for “Special end mills” we will endeavour to supply up to +/-10% of the quantity that 
you ordered (for example: you order 50pcs, we will be able to supply between 45 and 55pcs depending on the yield rate). 
 
We sincerely hope that you understand the problems associated with the yield rates when manufacturing these “Special end 
mills”, and that you can accept the above mentioned regulations regarding the quantities of end mills that can be delivered 
according to your orders. 
 
Please note that at this time our manufacturing capacity for such “Special end mills” is small and lead-times could be quite long, 
but please send us drawings and monthly consumption figures for these end mills should you have any requirements and we will 
analyse your requests and send you quotations. 
 
Please do not hesitate to call if you should have any questions. 
 
 
Kind regards, 

 
Chris Serre 

 
 


